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warner home video brings 'watchmen' to 4k ultra hd blu-ray as a two-disc combo pack with a flyer for a digital hd copy. at the moment, we are unable to verify the size of the content, but the triple-layered uhd100 disc sits comfortably opposite
a pair of region free, bd50 discs sitting atop each other. the first contains the director's cut of the film while the second comes with all the special features. all three discs are packaged inside a black, eco-cutout case with a glossy slipcover. at

startup, the disc goes straight to a static menu and music playing in the background. at the time of its theatrical release, the'watchmen'film was seen as a mild success, never coming close to expected box office figures. it was also heavily
criticized by fans around the globe for failing to truly capture the spirit of the series. being one of those critics, the 162-minute adaptation felt rushed and heavily cluttered, as a wealth of information was quickly thrown at the audience with little

time to digest it. in the end, the theatrical cut seemed more concerned with reverence for its source than a commitment to being a legitimate film. much of the novel's power and depth was lost in the translation. last summer, we saw an
extended blu-ray version where director zack snyder added 24 minutes of footage back to the film, which better maintained the comic's central conceit. the director's cut better captures the story's dark, gritty appeal, providing it more

substance and an improved narrative flow. unlike its peers of the same genre, 'watchmen' is more dramatic and lacks the action-packed heroics typical of comics, especially now with the inclusion of the tales of the black freighter. also missing is
a central villain or villains commonly utilized to move such stories forward because the real enemy is within. the conversation between ozymandias and dr. manhattan alludes to this. and if the ending feels at all like a letdown due to its build up,
that's precisely the point and clearly expressed by bernie's reaction in reading the comic within the comic. the discovery that the young boy and the newsstand owner happen to share the same name only deepens the story's overall theme of a

flawed world.
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this movie is just too good to pass up. as the true film adaptation of the best-selling comic book,
'watchmen' brought a new quality to the comic book film with a dark, gritty, and shockingly

mature tale. this blu-ray release brings the same level of stunning quality and a perfect blu-ray
presentation with high definition, lossless audio and a depth of 3d that is unmatched. with the blu-
ray release, there's no need for the dvd, and the price difference is negligible. give this one a try
and you won't be disappointed. the live-action portion of the film is a vast improvement on the

theatrical cut, and the gap between the two is more dramatic than ever. indeed, while snyder and
co-screenwriter lawrence gordon roberts have taken liberties with the source material, the

changes only make the film stronger. dan and laurie's relationship is intensified, while additional
characters are introduced with a greater emphasis on the political debate, which adds a new
layer of complexity to the story. the narrative feels more focused, perhaps less episodic, with

more consistent, energetic and dynamic storytelling. perhaps the only drawback is that several
characters from the original comic book story are given the same treatment by being reused in

different scenarios, making some of the supporting characters feel somewhat superfluous.
unfortunately, this extended cut of 'watchmen' will be released on dvd only, as warner bros.
appears to be focusing on the blu-ray version. although it's true that this version is by far the

superior version of the film, i must admit that i'm not really fond of the idea of adding an
additional nine bucks to a movie's price tag. 5ec8ef588b
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